
  

 

                          SOME BRICK-AND-MORTAR 

SPECIALTY STORES ARE THRIVING!                                                                                   

How are They Doing It? 
  Planners and Allocators  

ABSTRACT 

Is brick-and-mortar retailing 
fading into the past with the 
growth of e-commerce?   
This paper explores how 
successful specialty retailers 
elevated the positions of 
Merchandise Planners and 
Allocators to drive their 
results above and apart 
from their competition.   
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Some Brick-and-Mortar Specialty Stores are Thriving! 
How are They Doing It?   

Planners and Allocators 
 

Over the past 16 years of our consulting practice, we have been fortunate to work with 
specialty retailers having operations crossing the US, Canada and Europe. During this 
time, we have ridden waves of economic ups and downs with our clients, moved with the 
birth of the digital age, experienced the changing complexion and demands of 
consumers, and adapted to the educational needs of each new wave of the retail 
workforce. 

This is the third in a series of articles regarding how some brick-and-mortar specialty 
store retailers are succeeding during the proliferation of digital retailing. Thank you to all 
who have responded with “likes,” comments and emails regarding our first two 
articles. Clearly the subjects we covered are resonating with our readers. We 
appreciate hearing from you. 

Stores are closing now, but there are still a lot of specialty store retailers thriving with their 
brick-and-mortar locations. Many of these retailers continue to have a strong comping 
brick-and-mortar business while managing explosive e-commerce growth. How do they 
do it?     
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Planners Manage Inventory and Margin  
Merchants Manage IMU and Assortments 
We believe that the retail industry has finally made a distinction between the titles “Buyer” 
and “Merchant”. We are seeing the title of Buyer used more and more to represent those 
executives who purchase collections from third party market vendors that design and 
manufacture the merchandise. We are seeing the title of Merchant used to represent 
those executives who work with in-house designers to curate an assortment which is 
manufactured vertically by in-house production and sourcing organizations. Regardless 
of title, these positions develop the assortments to satisfy customers and have sole 
responsibility for meeting their IMU goals, the first line for profitability at any retailer. 

The title of Planner however, has not fully made a clear distinctive transition. In some 
companies we have seen the title “Planner” used for allocation functions; in others, we’ve 
seen Planners function as another assistant to the Merchant and in others, they serve as 
report generators. In the companies with which we have worked and which have 
successful brick-and-mortar and e-commerce businesses, a clear distinction of what a 
Merchandise Planner does is cemented into the foundation of the company. The Planner 
is the financial manager of the company’s single largest investment:  the inventory. In 
doing so, they plan, analyze and forecast in dollars and units. Period.  
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At the University of Pittsburgh, Katz Graduate School of Business at the start of one of 
our MBA programs, a professor gave a stirring lesson during one of the first weeks of the 
program which remains vibrant to this day. The professor stated there were three lessons 
that we, as budding MBA’s, should never forget: 

1. Learn what your boss wants and give it to them  

2. Learn how to use the copier  

3. Remember what business you are in  

Translated: 

1. Learn how your boss likes things done and make sure all your work reflects this. The 
professor also stated during his lecture, that it was always beneficial to learn how your 
boss likes their coffee or tea prepared! 

2. No translation needed. You will need to use a copier. Everyone will need to use a copier 
and use it at least once each week regardless of your level in an organization!  We all 
know the frustration of standing behind someone who has jammed the copier and has no 
idea how to clear the jam, as well as someone who just stands there, staring at the 
screen, and wondering what to push to make a color copy!  This level of frustration ranks 
right up there with trying to fix someone else’s Excel spreadsheet! 

3. “Remember what business you are in” had a corollary attached to it:  “Never forget 
who your customers are”. Keep a focused eye on what business you are running, 
communicate this frequently and learn all about your customers and how you need to 
please them. This was the most important of the three lessons and took up most of the 
lecture.  

It was accompanied and complemented by the emphatic directive,  

 

Remember that you are there to make a profit for the shareholders! 
 

As finance majors, we learned to analyze businesses and investments. Investments were 
perhaps the more exciting of the two, as we learned the need to balance portfolios to 
ensure growth, stability and returns. Depending on the objectives, investments could be 
high risk, not unlike the fashion and trend product that retailers deliver each season; or 
they could be low risk, such as the basics that retailers deliver that keep pumping out 
solid margins each year. Or, they could be a measured combination of both. The objective 
of a Planner is to understand their business from a risk management perspective and 
work with their Merchants to deliver the assortments designed to satisfy their customers 
while meeting the investment objectives of their portfolio of inventory. At the end of the 
day, the investments, that is, the inventory, needs to deliver returns in the form of margin. 
The design of the investment (inventory) portfolio determines the amount of high risk and 
risk-adverse product included in it and how much margin is intended to be delivered. The 
management of the investment portfolio, post-delivery, determines how much margin is 
actually returned.  
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Once the investments are made and the product is delivered, it is 
the Planner who is responsible for the management of the 

investment, driving it to achieve the planned merchandise margins. 
 

Now we are not saying that the Planner functions in a vacuum, without the partnership 
with their Merchant or Allocator. As a team, they are in lock step and function as one. 
But, as a well-oiled machine, each team member has their specific role that can only 
succeed with the partnership of the others.  

• The Merchant decides the assortment, that is, the composition of the portfolio of inventory 
to satisfy the customers. The Merchant drives the initial level of profitability:  the IMU.  

• This is done in partnership with the Planner to ensure that financially, the composition of 
the investment is balanced to meet the growth, stability and margin return objectives of 
the department. The Planner drives the second level of profitability:  the margin. 

• The Allocator ensures that the placement of the investment is designed to satisfy the 
customers and in doing so, maximize the margin return on the investment by location 
through strong margins. 

A good Merchant loves their product and sees its endless possibilities. We appreciate the 
excitement that they wrap around it. I think we all can attest to the energy we feel when 
watching an enthusiastic line review given by a passionate Merchant.  

 

But, once the product is delivered and sales begin, all attachments 
to the merchandise end, as the game is now about numbers and 

achieving planned returns. 
 

The Planning Role is Well-Defined 
The successful brick-and-mortar retailers we have discussed in this and in our previous 
articles keep up-to-date job descriptions for all of their employees. Indeed, we often saw 
that it was senior management’s responsibility during the annual performance review 
process to ensure that the job descriptions of their employees were current and any 
updates were submitted to their Human Resource divisions. Roles and responsibilities 
were clearly defined:   

• For Merchants and Planners, achieving sales and margin plans was always the first line 
of their job description.  

• For Merchants, the goals of customer-centric, trend-right assortments and achieving IMU 
targets were next.  

• For Planners, their role as the financial manager of the inventory investment was next. 
The major responsibilities included in the job descriptions for the Planners were 
consistent in the companies we are discussing: 
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• Develop the merchandise financial plans that dovetail into the company’s overall 
financial plans and ensure they are supported by solid, executable merchandise 
strategies 

• Profitably manage the company’s single largest investment:  the inventory 

• Conduct weekly business and strategy meetings with the Merchants and 
Allocators 

• Partner with the Merchants on product and buy-quantity decisions 

• Partner with the Allocators on allocation decisions 

• Forecast and react to their businesses 

• Serve as a gatekeeper for purchase order approval 

• Manage the merchandise margins and decide when and how to liquidate product 

 

This last responsibility echoes the directive from our former professor at the Katz 
Graduate School of Business:   

 

“Remember what business you are in” and 

“Remember that you are there to make a profit for the shareholders.” 

• Inventory is purchased to satisfy customers 

• Inventory generates merchandise margins 

• Merchandise margins are the critical path toward profitability. 

 

Merchants and Planners are Partners (and they like each 
other!) 
A strong Merchant – Planner team operates as a right brain – left brain partnership and 
appreciates and respects the ultimate job responsibilities that each has to their shared 
departments and to the company. While each has differing roles, they function as ONE 
entity, sharing in the decisions to ensure that their number one goal of achieving sales 
and margin plan is met. Sometimes a “healthy antagonism” is required, as differing ideas 
are voiced and compromises are weighed, but at the end of the discussion, they hold 
hands and go forward together. This rewarding process is a standard and an expectation 
in the successful retailers with whom we’ve worked.   

The focus on margin in the companies we are discussing is singular. To say we often 
hear the phrase   

 

“Driving the margin” 
 

used in meetings by both the Merchants and Planners, would be an understatement. 
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We also want to point out, that we found the partnership between the Merchants and 
Planners solid. They liked each other. They trusted each other. They functioned together. 
They supported each other. They laughed together and they shared concerns. The 
companies we are discussing ensured that their personalities mixed and that one wasn’t 
dominant. The Merchant-Planner teams knew that they had to move together with arms 
locked and shared goals in plain sight. 

To further support this partnership, we have often seen very similar salary and bonus 
structures for Planners and Merchants in these successful retailers. The critical role of 
financially managing the inventory investment is recognized as equal to the critical role 
of selecting the product that comprises that investment. In fact, we worked with one 
company that handed their bonus goals in one common letter addressed to each 
Merchant-Planner team, to ensure that they were both working toward the same results, 
both for the company and for themselves. This may have provided one of the strongest 
partnerships we’ve witnessed. 

 

Planners Are the Bridge between Finance and Merchants 
The brick-and-mortar companies with growing digital businesses that we are discussing 
recognize the financial responsibilities and the financial contributions of the Merchandise 
Planner. As retailers move to more flat organizations, it is not uncommon to find a CFO 
in a discussion with the Merchandise Planners responsible for businesses that are 
contributing 40% or more of the sales and margin. The CFO’s know that where the big 
volume-big margin departments go, so goes the company. As such, they tend to want to 
understand the current forecasts and inventory positions of these departments.  

With inventory being the largest investment of a retailer, the amount of capital tied up in 
inventory and the cost of carrying it is constantly under review by Finance. How fast the 
inventory is turning and the aging of it is reviewed weekly. Aging inventory and slow turns 
beget higher markdown reserves which will impact future earnings. Boards of directors 
usually require reporting of these numbers on a periodic basis to watch the “health” and 
earnings impact of the inventory. Seasoned Merchandise Planners are keenly aware of 
the effects of slow turns and aging inventory on future margins and ensure that these 
numbers remain in line with their department targets; issues are quickly surfaced. Indeed, 
turns and aging are usually discussion points during Monthly Business Reviews with the 
CEO and CFO, prior to the Merchants discussing the success of their product strategies, 
as the two are inescapably intertwined. With the focus today on lower inventory levels, 
faster turns, and speed to market, the job of the Planner has gained a new momentum 
as the future of retail evolves. 

 

Planners are Chosen for Their Knowledge and Skill Set, Not 
Their Last Employer 
We’ve been fortunate to help in screening Merchandise Planning candidates for some of 
our clients. It is a nice side bar to our work with them and we admit, fun. It is always 
rewarding to meet new people and listen to their accomplishments, but we made a 
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promise never to ask candidates what their greatest accomplishments were or their 
weaknesses! 

The retailers we are discussing look for a certain set of skills when screening candidates. 
Accomplishments in the major responsibilities of the job description points listed above 
are certainly part of the discussion with the candidate. But, in addition to this, we listen 
for their analytical abilities and their sense of urgency in recognizing and responding to 
opportunities and problems. As stated in our second article in this series, Business 
Intelligence, the level of analysis has increased exponentially in successful specialty store 
retailers, leading to the need for faster and better business intelligence to support the 
urgency and clarity of the decision-making process.  

Many Planners are now required to complete weekly unit and dollar selling, inventory and 
margin plans for most items before merchandise is purchased. These plans are rolled up 
and approved by management prior to issuing purchase orders to ensure that the buys 
are structured to achieve sales, margin and sell-thru goals, and include enough inventory 
by size to deliver at least one full-size run to each selling location. These plans are then 
used to monitor the performance of the product post-delivery. Identifying this specialized 
skill set and gaining an understanding of the scope of the candidate’s experience using 
it are absolute minimum requirements for hiring experienced Planners. 

One personality trait that we always look for in Planner (and Allocator!) candidates is 
curiosity. Strong Planners and strong Allocators are curious. They see results and want 
to dig into them to identify what is behind them and their potential. And, they do this 
without being prompted to do so. A newly hired Vice President of Planning and Allocation 
recently told us that she found her team to be void of this personality trait. The team 
waited to be told what to do and as a result, tended to sit and watch opportunities fly by. 
Her challenge was to find and ignite the curiosity flame in her new team. Finding it though, 
was the challenge. 

The Planners in the successful organizations also serve as an equal partner to the 
Merchants in the buy-quantity decision. They bring to the table a wealth of knowledge 
about historical item performance and use this knowledge in the shared responsibility of 
“valuing” an item (how much to buy) once it is accepted to go onto a line.  

The skill set to do the above can be found in specialty, luxury, and department store 
planning, but not all retailers require this level of detailed execution. So, the interview 
questions regarding these areas must be pointed and must require examples. To 
emphasize this again, the Planner is the financial manager of the company’s single 
largest investment, the inventory. In doing so, they plan, analyze and forecast in dollars 
and units. If they have the skill set to do this, it doesn’t matter if they were employed 
previously by another specialty store, luxury store or department store. We get a little 
annoyed when we hear statements such as “We only want Planners from luxury” or “We 
only want Planners who worked for (fill in the name of a retailer)”. Strong Planners with 
the skill sets and talents listed herein can adapt to any venue. But, they must have the 
skill set!  And, entry-level candidates must exhibit the potential for this skill set, which is 
why  

 

http://www.olsonng.com/yahoo_site_admin/assets/docs/Olson-Ng_Business_Intelligence.31155659.pdf
http://www.olsonng.com/yahoo_site_admin/assets/docs/Olson-Ng_Business_Intelligence.31155659.pdf
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We believe the best entry-level planning candidates for Planners are 
found in a company’s allocation organization. 

 

We need to call out one area of differentiation though between e-commerce and brick 
and mortar before ending this section. E-commerce planning is still in its formative years 
in retail. While sales, margin and inventory planning is the same as in brick-and-mortar 
and e-commerce planning,  

 

E-commerce Planners need to have another layer of knowledge that 
includes demand planning and its associated metrics, as well as a 

firm understanding of site metrics. 
 

A strong brick-and-mortar Planner can learn these additional points just as a strong e-
commerce Planner can learn brick-and-mortar planning and its distinct set of metrics. 
While many similarities exists and the numbers all meet in the middle with sales, inventory 
and margin, the skill sets are different and must be recognized in the interview process. 
It isn’t fair to hire a seasoned e-commerce Planner into a brick-and-mortar planning role 
and expect them to hit the ground running. 

 

There is a Well-Defined Organizational Structure for Planning 
A common thread among the successful specialty retailers we are discussing is they have 
invested in their Planning and Allocation organizations, just as they have invested in their 

Business Intelligence divisions. Through 
this, it is obvious that information, 
planning, analysis and forecasting are 
valued and seen as critical in these 
companies. As viewed on our website, 
Olson-Ng has over 40 years of industry 
experience, with a significant portion 
spent in the specialty areas of 
Merchandise Planning and Allocation. 
We can say in all of our work, the best 
organizational structure is always a 1:1:1 
ratio:   

 

One Merchant – One Planner – One Allocator 
 

for a particular set of departments. For smaller companies, the Merchant and Planner 
cover both brick and mortar and e-commerce. This partnership and the laser focus this 
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structure provides are powerful and the energies and ownership that develop are 
incredible. Let us say it again, “incredible”. 

For larger companies, the evolution into a structure that supports a Planning Manager 
who has both a brick-and-mortar Planner and an e-commerce Planner reporting to them 
is the most successful structure. This structure allows for the additional specialization 
needed to manage the detailed planning, analysis and forecasting for each of these 
channels. With e-commerce often growing to 30-40% or more of a department’s 
business, the sales volume of e-commerce justifies the focus for a dedicated Planner. 
The role of the Manager ensures the goal of managing the Merchant’s one vision across 
two channels is achieved, while inventories are managed concurrently and each channel 
can leverage the success of the other when needed. Planning Managers are quick to 
identify and shift receipt dollars between channels to capitalize on emerging trends. 

Allocation always reports into its own, separate pyramid, led by its own division head in 
these companies. This separation from Planning allows for allocation to focus on store 
needs from both a department point of view and through the division head, from the total 
point of view of each store. Some retailers have their Allocators reporting into their 
respective Planners. We’ve not seen this work as Planners are often too busy to be 
involved in the intricate details of allocation, which is executed in most systems, down to 
the size level by store. 

Finally, and equally important, Planning and Allocation should have one division head.  

  

The division head for Planning and Allocation should report into 
either the CEO/president or the COO. By having this alignment, the 
division can sit strategically between Finance and the Merchants as 

an equal partner. 
 

Not being controlled by either the Merchants or Finance, this triangular arrangement with 
Planning and Allocation can serve as a solid “check and balance” for the company on its 
inventory investment. Indeed, some of our engagements have been centered on helping 
specialty store retailers profitably liquidate overstocks and aged product which resulted 
due to this alignment not being in place.   

 

Allocators Aren’t Entry Level Executives 
Our thriving brick-and-mortar specialty stores with growing e-commerce businesses no 
longer consider Allocators as entry-level positions to be filled by newly minted college 
graduates.  

 

These companies recognize that Allocators are responsible for the 
pinpoint placement of the company’s cash investment to maximize 

its return. 
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As we stated in our first article in this series, Some Brick-and-Mortar Specialty Stores are 
Thriving!  How are They Doing It?, we noted an experienced, informed and watchful 
Allocator will constantly review and react to numerous analyses and circumstances, often 
using multiple formats and monitors. They do this too, while keeping a keen eye on item 
margin performance through a very tight partnership with their Planners and a hand on 
their telephone for communications to their field team.  

 

We have witnessed the most successful Allocators coming from the 
field, as former Store Managers and Assistant Store Managers who 

want to transition to the home office. 
 

These individuals have the understanding of what it takes to keep a store filled and what 
is needed to keep customers happy and returning. They have a sense of urgency when 
they see sales of products “going through the roof” and they know the feeling of failure 
and customer disappointment when a size isn’t available for a top “I needed for an event 
tonight”. These Store Associates too, have an intimate relationship already established 
with the store personnel that only teams in the field can understand and have lived with 
the occasional question, “What is corporate 
doing to us?!?!” 

During Allocator training sessions, we always 
refer to stores as the company’s “points of 
profitability”. Likewise,  

 

We believe the Sales Associates are 
the most important people in the 

company, as they consummate sales 
and make customers happy. 

 

We believe Allocators are the second 
most important people in the 

company, as they are the last to 
manage the product before it is sent 

to a store. 
 

Allocators can make or break the ability of Sales Associates to satisfy customers. The 
baton of work that Design, Technical Design, Quality, Production, Sourcing, Merchants 
and Planners do is eventually handed over to the Allocation team to decide where and 
how much to allocate to each store location. No matter how great the product and its 
execution and planning, it all comes down to the decisions of the Allocation team at the 

http://www.olsonng.com/yahoo_site_admin/assets/docs/Olson-Ng_Some_Brick_and_Mortar_Specialty_Stores_are_Thriving_100417.285115107.pdf
http://www.olsonng.com/yahoo_site_admin/assets/docs/Olson-Ng_Some_Brick_and_Mortar_Specialty_Stores_are_Thriving_100417.285115107.pdf
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end of the day. An allocation mistake can be costly in both lost sales and cost of moving 
product between stores to balance inventories.  

 
As profitability in our highly promotional retail industry becomes 
more challenging to achieve, do you want an entry-level person 
making the decision on where to send your cash investment to 

maximize its return? 
 

Yes, we know this sounds dramatic, but this is a very important point. Put another way, 
would you trust an entry-level executive in your personal financial institution to manage 
your hard-earned, personal portfolio of investments?   

Allocation has a special appreciation in the specialty store retailers we are discussing. 
They recognize the management of their single largest asset (have we said this enough?) 
is ultimately micromanaged by the allocation team across their stores and in their e-
commerce location. And regardless of the system used to execute allocations, the factors 
reviewed and on which allocations decision are made include by location, prior selling 
history, forecasted sales, current inventory positions, store densities, in-transit times, item 
size selling, customer demographics, promotional programs (breathe!), special events by 
location, and store remodel schedules, just to name a few. All this is done while attending 
daily and weekly store conference calls, preparing for and participating in best and worst 
seller meetings and monthly business reviews, executing replenishment, and adjusting 
allocations for new Store Managers.  

 

Allocators Analyze  
No matter how strong the allocation tool is for a company, the Allocators are still running 
their own analyses in Excel and conferring with their Planners and Store Teams on 
allocation strategies to maximize sales and margin.  

Common to the thriving specialty stores we are discussing in this series of articles is a 
heightened involvement by the Allocation team in analyses feeding the buy decisions and 
their own allocation decisions. We see Allocators running department, class and item 
performance reports on an ongoing basis and developing store ranking analyses which 
are used in future buy-quantity and replenishment decisions. Allocators participate in 
these meetings and voice their informed opinions on both quantity for all-store buys and 
store selections for top store and select store buys. During best seller meetings, they are 
prepared to discuss top performing stores for the best-selling products and are ready with 
replenishment actions and reorder proposals to keep the best sellers pumping out 
margin. During Monthly Business Reviews, they discuss top store and bottom store 
performance versus their inventory positions. And, they are acutely aware of store density 
statistics to ensure stores don’t become too full to effectively manage their stock.  
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With significant time spent on analysis, Allocators share a lot of it with their Merchants 
and Planners. It isn’t unusual to see them with several Excel spreadsheets opened on 
one monitor and the allocation system screens open on another. For this reason,  

 

We have found in these successful retailers, that Merchant, Planner 
and Allocator department teams sit together to ensure clear and 

prompt communications between all three executives. 
 

The “unlocks” and “A-ha!” moments all three experience are quickly vocalized in these 
seating arrangements, and strategic discussions and decisions are executed as a course 
of daily business through on-going conversations. Olson-Ng recommends this seating 
arrangement and has found it to be the most beneficial for effective and efficient 
functioning of the team.  

 

Allocators Treat E-Commerce as another Store Site 
In an earlier article, we stated that successful retailers have a unified approach to the 
management of their brick-and-mortar and e-commerce inventories. They use a tri-part 
methodology with a brick-and-mortar stream and an e-commerce stream, both of which 
are fed from one, common replenishment location. For brick-and-mortar product, their 
initial allocation process remains the same and is based on a variety of historical and 
current factors determined by the Allocator. For e-commerce, the initial allocation is 
calculated at the time of the order quantity determination and separate orders are placed 
for this initial allocation. This allows e-commerce product to cross-dock and flow straight 
to the e-commerce fulfillment location without the intervention of the Allocator doing an 
“allocation” or the cost of processing the merchandise through the Distribution Center.  

After this, these retailers allow e-commerce to immediately begin pulling product from the 
common replenishment location to keep e-commerce fulfillment in stock so that the 
product remains visible on their websites and sizes are available for these (almost) 
guaranteed sales. “Push” replenishment by the allocation team often begins after a one- 
or two-week period of selling on e-commerce and in the stores. But, this push 
replenishment, once done weekly or every two weeks, is now performed at least twice 
each week by the Allocators for both brick and mortar and e-commerce in these 
successful retailers. These replenishments are not “sell one, get one” but based on sales 
curves and forecasts determined for each locations “potential to sell” given the Allocators’ 
analyses.  

Replenishment is a critical activity for a company, as it keeps the selling locations fueled. 
Given this critical nature, Olson-Ng firmly believes Allocators should have time set aside 
to execute this function, time in which they shielded from being pulled into meetings or in 
other directions so that their focus is singular. This time is much like the time set aside at 
the beginning of each month which Merchants, Planners and Allocators use to analyze 
their previous month’s business and reforecast and strategize in anticipation of the 
Monthly Business Reviews with the CEO.  
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Photo by Pong 6400 

 
Allocators Are A Bridge between Stores, E-Commerce, 
Planning, Merchants and the Warehouse and Distribution 
Center 
Whew!  Let us say it again!  Not a job for a newly minted college graduate. Imagine the 
relationships an Allocator needs to maintain to keep these lines of communication open 
and positive!  Imagine the performance level they must maintain to keep the trust of these 
groups!  Imagine the juggling of the workload each day!  Imagine the pull exerted on them 
in all these directions! 

Imagine too, the level of professionalism and dedication needed to execute their daily 
jobs. We have often found Allocators have a very high level of tolerance and can manage 
very high levels of stress. These are some of the reasons Olson-Ng always finds that 
Allocators make strong Planners.  

 

Because of the diversity of the role and responsibility of Allocators, 
we encourage all retailers, not only specialty store retailers, to 

embrace their allocations systems and ensure they are up to date 
with the most recent release of their systems. This investment is as 

equally important as their investment in Business Intelligence. 
Strong allocation systems can read and recommend most of what has been discussed in 
this article concerning allocation. But the ultimate discernment and decision as to whether 
to use the recommendation is still in the experienced hands of Allocators. The Allocators 
“push the button” to make it happen. The investment in systems to support the Allocators 
in these micromanagement decisions is worth it. Our successful specialty retailers know 
this and have made the investments in these systems. Perhaps this is another 
reason we can use the adjective “successful” in discussing them! 
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In Summary 
Referring back to the MBA program at the University of Pittsburgh, Katz Graduate School 
of Business, a painful lesson came when one of us received a 98% grade on one of our 
first accounting tests for public companies. Two points were taken off for the spelling 
“shareholder’s”. When questioned, the professor shot back, “How many shareholders are 
there?  One?!”  Well, there could have been if the test was concerning a private company, 
but it wasn’t. It was a public company with multiple shareholders. Lessons we all learn 
that we never forget….   

With evolution occurring in the retail industry and many retailers working hard to maintain 
their market share and profitability, we know many of the pressures on brick and mortar 
are due to outside forces:  the pressures of e-commerce, nimble start-ups, and changing 
shopping patterns of consumers. But perhaps, what isn’t happening at the same time is 
the evolution needed internally within retailers to respond to these changing external 
dynamics. The former all-encompassing role Merchants once held is now fully segmented 
among three specialists:  A Merchant, a Planner, and an Allocator. Each has taken one 
of the three roles and has built specialized functioning around it which allows greater 
analysis, deeper dives, and laser focus on the particulars of the three roles to ultimately 
satisfy customers.  

Maria Leo, Founder of Lion Merchandising Advisors, and a long-time friend and 
business partner of ours recently stated: 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/marialeo/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/marialeo/
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“Merchandising and Merchandise Planning are both an art and a 
science. The successful Merchant-Planner combination is an under-
utilized advantage towards retail profitability. The savvy company 
encourages Merchant-Planner collaboration. Their complementary 
skills combined with grass roots knowledge of product, inventory 
and location sales aligned with hands-on tactical execution help 
deliver a company’s strategic initiatives.  
Without their contribution, the big picture strategy can fail to reach 
its full potential.” 
  
It is a new retail world and time to let go of the past. Remember what business you are 
in and remember that you are there to make a profit. Olson-Ng has worked extensively 
with our clients on repositioning the processes, systems and job descriptions for Planning 
and for Allocation. This is an area Olson-Ng can help your organization execute.  

 

Are your Planners functioning as inventory investment managers 
and driving margin? 

Are your Allocators recognized for micromanaging the inventory 
cash investment that it is? 

Have you invested in the technology to support the responsibility of 
these roles for delivering margins? 

 
Perhaps you may want to avoid  

a “lesson that you will never forget!” 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Photo Credits Cover: Valentin Russanov. Page 2: Santi Photois, Page 8: F9 Photos. Page 10: 
Chaloemphan. Page 13: Pong 6400. Page 14: Ad12 Ian 
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Olson-Ng Retail Consulting Group is a boutique consulting practice focused on 
financial and operational improvements, inventory management, merchandise 
assortment planning and allocation strategies, strategic growth planning and execution, 
turnarounds, and jump-starts for specialty retailing. Founded in 2001 by Rod Olson and 
Kim Ng, Olson-Ng provides over 40 cumulative years of industry experience.  

www.OlsonNg.com 

For more information, please contact us at: 

Rod Olson – Kim Ng 
Olson-Ng Retail Consulting Group 
330 East 38th Street, Suite 42b 
New York, New York 10016 
212-679-6552 

 

 

Member of The O Alliance 

 
 

http://www.olsonng.com/
http://www.olsonng.com/
http://theoalliance.com/
http://theoalliance.com/
http://theoalliance.com/
http://theoalliance.com/

